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Timed to release for the 15th Anniversary of the Columbia space shuttle disaster, this is the epic accurate
story of one of the very most dramatic, unforgettable adventures of our period.On February 1, 2003,
Columbia disintegrated on reentry prior to the nation’s eyes, and all seven astronauts aboard were lost. In
the aftermath of tragedy, people and communities arrived together to help bring home the continues to be
of the crew and nearly 40 percent of shuttle, an effort that was instrumental in piecing jointly what
happened so the shuttle system could go back to flight and complete the International Space Station.
Kennedy Space Middle was a key head in the search and recovery effort as NASA, FEMA, the FBI, the US
Forest Service, and dozens more federal, state, and local firms combed an area of rural east Texas how big
is Rhode Island for each little bit of the shuttle and her crew they could find. Bringing Columbia House
shares the deeply personal tales that emerged as NASA employees looked for lost colleagues and searchers
overcame immense physical, logistical, and emotional challenges and worked together to accomplish the
impossible. This comprehensive account is told in four parts: Parallel Dilemma Courage, Compassion, and
Commitment Picking Up the Pieces A Bittersweet VictoryFor the very first time, this is actually the
definitive inside story of the Columbia disaster and recovery and the inspiring message it ultimately holds.
Writer Mike Leinbach, Start Director of the area shuttle system at NASA’s John F. Assisted by hundreds
of volunteers, it would end up being the largest floor search procedure in US history.Having a foreword and
epilogue by astronauts Robert Crippen and Eileen Collins, and dedicated to the astronauts and recovery
search persons who dropped their lives, this is an incredible, compelling narrative about the very best of
humanity in the darkest of that time period and about how failing at the pinnacle of human achievement
became a tale of cooperation and wish.
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Since my son was Cdr Willie McCool this reserve had ... Since my son was Cdr Willie McCool this book had a
special meaning for me. Additional closure and an account on the events while I was in Houston through
the recovery attempts. I give it 5 Dtars plusBarent McCool Heartbreaking and HEARTWARMING story
The book tells the area Shuttle Columbia’s last flight and break up on re-entry, even though offering some
technical descriptions, is much more centered on the amazing people who searched for the crews’ remains
and shuttle debris and those that re-constructed the pieces to help know what went wrong. Ward have
written a superb book. Go NASA! Here, you meet ordinary residents stepping up to do extraordinary deeds
under great pressure to not only perform well, but to perform quickly. Additionally you see different
regional and national government firms working collectively seamlessly. I cried at the end of this part; not
only because of the lack of life but because of the selflessness, generosity and amazing spirit of so many
people. In Part 3, we find out about the months-long search for the particles and the tempo of the
reserve slows a little bit, becoming even more methodically, mirroring this search. The final portion of the
books provides closure to the search and cause of the incident and reflects back on the lessons learned,
the heroics of the all the people involved - the engineers, the searchers, the families of the astronauts. The
book is engrossing and educational and I highly recommend it. One little bit of advice: browse the Notes in
the back as you go along - they offer rich details and add capacity to the tales! Beautifully created and
touching. It’s astronauts and mission are a symbol of those ideals that great country was founded on:
pushing boundaries, exploration, and building on those who went before us. It’s great to get perspective
from somebody who was so intimately involved. The way the iconic NASA and thousands of everyday People
in america pulled collectively in a tragic circumstance to guarantee the fallen astronaut’s families had
closure and shifting the area program forward back to flight. The book gave me a greater sense of pride
to being an American Sobering,. Superb book Mr. And it relays a mainly unknown story of these who cared
enough to sacrifice time and energy in the recovery effort. There is a wonderful rhythm to the reserve Part 1 sets the stage. The Best Book I'VE Ever Read I actually was amazed at just how much this book
brought that instant back again instantly. The narrative is fast-paced, and the technical aspects to be told
are created sensitively and respectfully. It's almost amazing that such a heartbreaking story would end on
an inspirational take note, but it does. I simply finished reading it and I am going to read it again. “Their
mission became our mission.” Everybody knows how this story begins. The tragedy of Columbia’s final flight
is usually indelibly seared into our memory space. That’s not really what this reserve is about. It will renew
your belief that there surely is much good in the us. That's where the heart and soul of Columbia’s final
flight is certainly honored.This book gives a fantastic accounting of a huge selection of witnesses to the
largest recovery effort the world has ever seen. This is an unbelievable book with astounding detail on the
increased loss of the shuttle Columbia. Lots of it is found in our rural small towns like the types in East
Texas. At the time of the Columbia reduction, I was still as well unsettled by the visuals of the Trade
Center Towers attack and collapse. Very interesting book Compelling story, well told Not the reserve it
might have been The thing this book does successfully is convey the incredible, commitment and
commitment of thousands of professionals and volunteers in the aftermath of the Columbia disaster.
Exploration and creativity of great things forward often serve to both heal and unify. This story of
literally bringing home both Columbia crew and the shuttle itself, and the 25,000 people who reverently
found the remains of guy, woman and technology, it somehow made me feel better. It probably gave me
some wish we will be in a position to prevent our country's wider disintegration, and put ourselves back
together once again. I trust other reviewers that Americans and lovers of spaceflight should go through
this reserve. But I'm a nerd in mind, and in spite of a few sessions of tears as I go through this book, it
really is so well worth reading now, especially today, as our country is practically ripping itself apart.
Component 2 is fairly intense with an easy tempo chronicling the re-entry and seek out the crews’
continues to be. What it generally does not do is tell their stories well. Really enjoyed reading this and

learning even more about how NASA I found this reserve profoundly moving. There's a much more nuanced
story to inform and a lot more compelling and illuminating accounts of these long, stressful times in 2003.
Really enjoyed scanning this and learning more about how NASA, individuals of Texas, and multiple
governmental institutions worked together to bring Columbia and its own crew back following the 2003
mishap. Really worth reading. This is a testament to the women and men who design, construct, and fly
them. moving stories of dedication As a devoted follower of most things space I came across this book to
maintain my top ten of all time favorite reads on a tragic but ultimately enriching experience. I saw
Columbia that morning hours of February 1, 2003 as I was driving from Dallas to Fort Well worth, Texas.
On our return we saw signs beside the roads “Statement Shuttle Particles”. And, get our butts back space.
That is about the a large number of NASA workers, east Texas occupants and volunteers from all over the
country who literally and figuratively picked up the pieces in order to return back to space. ALL OF THE
Right Stuff This was an amazing book, both technical on one hand, but so quite definitely a story of the
best of America on the other. Real firsthand account Excellent book. Go through it quickly and it was so
interesting.Getting Columbia Home is really a tale about America and it’s beloved Space Shuttle. I had at
one time had an office on the 98th floor of the North Tower, and I didn't wish the details of the
increased loss of the Columbia.! Rather it reads like the effort of a bureaucrat at the agency in charge of
the disaster. It's a well-written tale of the Columbia shuttle disaster told by insiders who have been there
and witnessed the recovery procedures. The author has an open hostility to the press, whose job it really is
to document and report on these non-secret occasions. However as a supervisor at the government body
whose carelessness and arrogance led to this tragedy, I assume it's understandable that he'd have a dim
view of people getting to the truth of the matter and not just sitting by like lapdogs looking forward to a
bland press releases to come forth. There are great accounts of the Columbia recovery out there compiled
by journalists that convey the heroism of individuals who took part in shifting and meaningful ways. It's
really a tribute that they can write about the tragedy of Columbia exploding but still convey so very much
goodness that arrived afterward -- the humanity proven when a lot of people found themselves working
for a common objective of getting answers and finding thousands of bits of debris -- some the size of a
nickel -- over a huge selection of kilometers. I had no idea the mass involvement in the seek out Columbia.
Essential read for all Americans NASA is area of the American fabric. INCIDENT COMMAND As part of the
initial responder community I have hardly ever read a book that was so detailed and structured about
ICS.This is a fantastic book and if you’re like me, a kid of the 80s, honors the area Shuttle which hung on
your wall and was as big as your dreams.. I? can not recommend this book enough. Outstanding insurance
coverage; Leinbach and Mr. Interesting crisis management Detailed Amazing read. What an exceptionally wellwritten and touching reserve. It's detailed rendering of the terrible accident and the sensitive manner in
which the fallen heroes are remembered is actually more touching than I can express.
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